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          Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence, then write it on the line. 

1.  Some houses are very __          . old only 

2.  Some houses are fifty    __           old. feet years 

3.  Houses are __         in different lands. down different 

4.  Houses keep people __         in the winter. warm world 

5.  This house __          only one family. holds help 

       Word Referents:  Write the pronoun that can take the place of the nouns. 
 He,     She ,     It,     They 

1.  Tess  ________________ 

2. Herbert  ________________ 

3. Fox and Stork________________ 

4. the dog________________ 

  He     She      It     We  

1. Sam and I  ________________ 

2.  Jenny________________ 

3.  my rabbit________________ 

4. John________________ 

   

     Circle Yes        if rhymes        Circle  No         if not 

1. Yes  No    jelly      jello 

2. Yes  No    bunny     funny 

3. Yes  No    take       bake 

4. Yes  No    world      want 

5. Yes  No    house    mouse 

6. Yes  No    people   pencil 

7. Yes  No    came     come   

8. Yes  No    hurry    furry 
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              Read the sentences. Circle right the ending. Then write it on the line. 

1.  People made houses of __          and grass. dirt water 

2.  They call them ____   houses. soap sod 

3.   Stilts keep the houses __         water. in above 

4.  Some houses float on _____         . mud water 

5.  These house boats are called ___         . junks jets 

           How many syllables do you hear?                                Compound Words: 

                1   2    or    3                         house    shine    place   bag 

Write the words that should have capital letters. Don’t forget to use   

capitals letters. 

1.  jack ran away. ____      

2.  did you see it?  ____  

3.  I want molly.  ____      

4. This is aunt sue. ____      

5. jason is here. ______  

6. Here come joe. ______ 

1. little ___ 

2. above___ 

3. different___ 

4. water___ 

5. why___ 

6. shelter___ 

7. years___ 

8. city___ 

9. come___ 

10. family___ 

1. book_______         
2. club_______    
3. sun_______    
4. fire_______   
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             Read the sentences. Find a right word in the box. Then write it on the line. 

1. The dog has two ___   . rose hole 

2. mmmm There is a ____    in my shirt. dolls bones 

3.  I saw a dog in the pet ____   .  bone dolls 

4.  My ____        are named Sue and Sally. shop job 

5. My mom gave me a ____    to do.    rose hole 

           Means almost the same thing.             Circle the word that is spelled correctly. 

               too   old    hats   forest                      

Write Classifying:    Classify the fruits and vegetables. 

Fruits            and         Vegetables 

1. ______     
2. ______     
3. ______     
4. ______     

5. ______     
6. ______     
7. ______     
8. ______     

apples 

carrots 

grapes 

beans 

oranges 

peas 

corn 

banana  

1. caps_______    
2. not new_______    
3. woods_______    
4. also_______     

1. cryes           cries           cris 

2. drying         dring           driing 

3. tryed          tried            tried 

4. hurryes      hurryies        hurries 

5. bunnies      bunnys          bunnyes 
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             Read the sentences.  Find the rhyming words in the word box that makes sense in 

the sentence and write it on the line.                                                                 Word Box                                            

1. Can your dog do a brick? ____            flip 

2.  The green hog is in the pond. ____            track 

3.  The train is on the pack. ____            trick 

4.  I can do a drip. ____            drop 

5.  I will stop a penny in the well. ____            frog 

 Write the words for the pictures.  bee   cake  stove  seal  eat  heel  rain  globe  snail sheep 

   Write words and add these ending  ies  and ied to these words.    Add   ies                     Add    ied 
   Example:     fry fries fried 

1. hurry 

2. worry_ 
3. dry_         

1______     

2. ______  

3.______              

1______      

2._______ 
3.______                
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